News from the Feminist Caucus, by Anne Burke
Thanks to contributors: Di Brandt, Terry Ann Carter, Moe Clark, Judith Neale, Cathy Petch,
and Penn Kemp (also editor) for our chapbook Women and Multimedia (Poetry
Collaboration/ Elaborations). Thank you to our panelists: Kelly Jo Burke, Cornelia
Hoogland, Catherine Kidd, Susan McMaster, Sheri-D Wilson, and Penn Kemp (also Panel
Coordinator) for our joint 2016 panel on PERFORMING WOMEN: Playwrights and
Performance Poets. This month, new members Beth Everest, Bonnie Nish, and Chantel
Lavoie; reviews of There Will Be Blood & I will Tell You, Put Your Hand Down Here, by
Beth Everest, love and bones, by Bonnie Nish, and Where the Terror Lies, by Chantel
Lavoie; reviews of For Your Own Good, by Leah Horlick and Average Height of Flight,
by Beth Hope. I was invited to prepare one general blog post, talking about what the
Caucus does today and what plans there are for the future, and another looking back at the
history of the Caucus for our 50th anniversary celebration of the League.
PERFORMING WOMEN: Playwrights and Performance Poets: The Panel
The panel is a joint venture between Playwrights Guild and the League of Poets. It will
be held during the June Writers' Summit at Harbourfront in Toronto. At the panel, we
will also launch a chapbook with essays by the panelists, to be published in the League's
Feminist Caucus Archive series, www.poets.ca, and edited by Penn Kemp. It will be
available online through www.playwrightsguild.ca. We are hoping to produce a CD,
Performing Women, from the panel proceedings. All of us are very excited about working
together on this project
Contributors:
Kelly Jo Burke, “Why Ducks, Anyway?”
Cornelia Hoogland, "Red Dresses Hang from the Trees and Towers: Red and Rapunzel
are Missing”
Penn Kemp, “I am translated: How does multimedia give form to a poem’s alternate
expression?”
Catherine Kidd, “Zoomorphic Poetics (or, Why I Write So Many Poems About
Wildlife)”
Susan McMaster, “How does collaboration enhance performance poetry? The Intimate
Power of Co-Creation”
Sheri-D Wilson, “Spoken Word Poetry as Political Act”

Another chapbbook will be launched: Women and Multimedia (Poetry Collaboration/
Elaborations).
Table of Contents: Di Brandt, “Wild, wild, wild woman”; Terry Ann Carter, “Poetry and
the Artist’s Book”; Moe Clark, “Prayer + Performance: Intersections of poetic
transformation”; Penn Kemp, “Sounding the depths, the surface resounding”; Judith
Neale, “Sum of all parts”; Cathy Petch, “De-Mystifying the Language of 'Tech' Happy
Year of the Heart Red Fire Monkey!"
Nicole Brewer wrote: "I’ve been trying to gather content for the blog for several reasons,
and I was wondering if you...might be interested in writing something or chatting with me
about the Feminist Caucus—I’d be interested in two blog posts: one general post, talking
about what the Caucus does today and what plans there are for the future, and one post
looking back at the history of the Caucus for our 50th anniversary celebration. I’m happy for
these to be either guest posts or interviews. Let me know what you think! Thanks! Nicole"
So far, I have rediscovered my own Imprints and Casualties: poets on women and language,
reinventing language (Broken Jaw Press, 2000) for its "Selected Readings from the Living
Archives of the Feminist Caucus". This contains: Erin Mouré and Bronwen Wallace on Two
Women Talking: Correspondence 1985-87; Susan McMaster, Cathy Ford, Penn Kemp,
Margaret Christakos, and others, from Illegitimate Positions: Women and Language, 1987;
Cathy Ford and Marie Annharte Baker from New Directions: Feminism and Profiling, 1991
and Women as Rebels, 1990 respectively. Finally, from Reinventing Memory, 1993, there are Anne
Szumigalski, Sarah Klassen, Carolyn Zonailo, Maria Jacobs, Neile Graham, and myself.
Another excellent source book is Susan McMaser's Siolence: Poets on Women and Silence,
(Quarry Press, 1998) which is based on the combined panels Silences and Women & Violence.
Siolence "is an anthology of the best position papers, manifestos, rants, essays, and
poems written on women, violence, and silence during one of the most interesting eras in
the history of feminism."
•

•

The League of Canadian Poets Living Archives Series documents the presentation
of the panels sponsored yearly by the Feminist Caucus of the League of Canadian
Poets, and includes various texts, correspondence, and other works significant to
its history and the discussion of women and language in poetry.
The Living Archives Series is a celebration of a multiplicity of voices,
perceptions, and literary styles, all in the political context of feminist analysis and
commitment to action. The website at poets.ca/ offers the titles available for sale.

In addition, we have produced three anthologies, of "Poems from the Feminist Caucus", the
most recent edited by Lesley Strutt, Toronto, 2014. We will launch three new chapbooks in
Spring, 2016, including
New member Beth Everest follows:

Review of There Will Be Blood & I will Tell You, Put Your
Hand Down Here, by Beth Everest (Windsor, On: Black Moss
Press, n.d.) 84 pp. paper
This title in the Palm Poets Series contains a woman's
experience, including the biological imperative of pregnancy
and childbirth. The landscape reflects swelling belly as a
globe unto itself, (“in the garden”) hence the flow into deltas.
Climax fragments language, as in “i expand, i” (“never before
have i loved”, p. 6) Her body is worshipped in a warm bath. Although some of the
poems are erotic expressions as well as the childhood and developmental experiences of
the adult, most are in utero (or from the outside in) “I am other, umbilical, find the
centre” (“the bruise”, p. 10) The symbiotic relationship (“the child / is ((with))me. i am /
with my child”. (“i must tell you”, p. 8) Further, “we are the pattern / or perhaps pattern
prints us”, an interesting reversal. (“print our growing”, p. 9)
Indeed, she presumably addresses her unborn daughter, “you are in here, with me”, with
blue lips rather than “the erotic blue on the lip”. (p. 5) She compares “i am recounting,
counting on / you” (p. 10) The mother has been a daughter who has been taught “then i
must be beautiful in order to compete”. (p. 11) Rather, “it all blends / (mother, me
daughter)”. These stories are about labour, a return to an instinctual earth, first principles,
“the perfect, the 1st opening, the very 1st breath.” (p. 19) The dream is about giving birth
as well as being born. The tide of contractions, a ribbon of blood is what she tells, retells, attempts to record. (“do i begin”) Comparisons are “like a knife”, “she splits me”,
then silence. Words such as “symphonic” and “operatic” are used for places of “no
words”. (“into that quiet”, p. 16) Paradoxically, she feels on top but is actually “at the
bottom”, in this instance, “of the ocean”. (“at the top of opal mountain”, p. 18) The
associations are with Trappist monks, an altar, “a Beckett play” (Samuel, not Thomas
Becket, by T.S. Eliot.) Her early memories, as in “if these are our stories” are of crafts,
useful for “forgetting and re-membering” (“knitting”, p. 20), the first day of school, “at
10”, “no trauma”, age seven (“the house”).

As a mother she feels guilt (“she wants to see the circus”) and inevitably compares
herself with her own mother (“in my mother’s clothes”). They shared some experiences
(“fishing”), then separation anxiety, the looming big sister. (“my sister who knows”) The
male principle is fashioned as a wordless father, an oarsman, obscene gestures, and
hurtful words. Post-puberty she learns shame.
Her pregnancy is marked by new variations in dreams, especially recurring ones. Her
habits and daily routine are interrupted. A man’s tongue resembles a snake, definitely
phallic. (“too bad for you”) A stranger now approaches her daughter. (“now it is your
turn”) Her own mother offers, “you don’t have to do this”. A sensation of “impending
death” at childbirth. (“instinctively like fingers”) A family driving trip, camping outdoors
and canoeing at Maligne lake, past Spirit Island; his unheard words, at Bates Beach, alive
with the smell of decay. (“this close to dying”) She fears (“my father blindfolds me”).
She associates footwear with significant others. (“shoes”) Her mother bathing, a refrain
of “your father”, resentful “because he gave to you nothing” (“i haven’t held you”, p. 60)
Blood spotting (“our flesh, our blood”) based on an ultrasound. In the third trimester, she
feels as if “i am a balloon”, “i am a portal”. (“red sky and morning”, p. 63) At eight
months, “it / grows. and it grows”, meaning her belly. (“my shape”, p. 64) She is afraid of
her panic, fear, and rage. (“i hold her”) There are reductive senses of “not normal”,
“nothing but”, while she remains “a vessel, a delta”. (“have we touched?”, p. 66) Her
wound opens and closes “like a mouth”. (“the wound”, p. 67) Although anaesthetized, “i
am / transformed, utterly.” (“i hear someone call my name”, p. 68) Ironically, “nothing is
/ still, except her movement” (“against my sleeping womb”, p. 69) Post-operative, she
visualizes “strobes of light, images, faces” (subtitled “induction / delirium / induction”, p.
70)
Unfortunately, the child’s father has gone. (“landmarks”) Rapidly shifting perspectives
are analyzed in “the way it was...version 1”, a colourful and vocal approximation, then
“no, it was this way, as in “guttural”, “before / real speech.” (p. 74) She appears to inhabit
“this / new/ old body”. (“what i am looking to see”, p. 75) There is that tell-tale smell, her
legs are still swollen, “belly torn”. (“what?”, p. 78) The newborn appears normal.
(“counting”) The concluding poem, “the falling”, is a recurring incident and, as mother,
“i feel it all”, p. 79) whether like a paper cut or worse still, “flaming”. Please note: “at
10”, “no trauma”, “variations on the recurring dream” and “too bad for you” began as
part of longer piece called “whistling” which appeared in The Fiddlehead and was
published as a chapbook with Circle 5 Press, in Calgary.
Beth has a forthcoming title silent sister: the mastectomy poems from Frontenanc House,
in September 2016. She has a Master of Arts degree in Creative Writing and Literature
(University of Windsor), and a Doctorate (University of Calgary) that focuses on the
conflicting roles of a woman as mother, writer, and academic. She is currently working
on three literary projects: a novel, an "unusual" book of grammar, and an illustrated
children’s novel. In another life, she is also a silver-smith.
Bonnie Nish follows:

Review of love and bones, by Bonnie Nish (Vancouver: Karma Press,
2013) 103 pp. paper.
There are three distinct but overlapping parts of this full-length poetry
collection. Overall the poetry is heart-wrenching, disturbing,
unforgettable. The garden reduced to “roots and weeds” is a metaphor
for “nothing of substance left to contemplate”. (“When Someone
Forgets to Say Goodbye”, p. 13) Her aging father’s memory is fading.
(“11 p.m.”) Her parents’ haunting is expressed by “her silence steals
his words.” (“From a Distance”, p. 18) The persona of the poet is “I, a coyote” however
the reference follows “our minds”; a dragon is “her” and “she”, concluding, “She sleeps,
I pray.” (“And in the End”, p. 20-1) Hence, the intended end is placed near to the
beginning of the collection. In “Moments” the first and final stanzas are repeated, a form
of recurring refrain to indicate the passage of time, as well as completing the rhythmic
loop.
The domestic scene includes television, but the setting is disturbed by fissures, “as a
places and people / begin to fall through holes.” (“Lost World”, p. 24) The first stanza of
the poem is repeated verbatim in the last stanza. Textiles are the production “full of
fabric”, the industrial florescent lights, but the poet personalizes the experiences. (“The
Garment District”, p. 27) The diction of “guttural” Yiddish” lends an authentic voice,
with cultural meanings and words. (“The Sabbath Ritual”, p. 29) Traditions are passed
on, silently.
“Devotion” depicts a couple in the ghetto, complete with broken window. This image is a
socio-economic reference. They grieve their losses, the sky personified as “morose”, and
capable of warnings. Their family appears anew, while they remain “invisible, hated”. (p.
31) This appears to be a mutual suicide, a final act of defiance, perhaps, although they
may be unaware of the impending Nazi terror. In a Prayer of Mourning entitled
“Kaddish”, the poet hears and fears her dreams, while some of her memories are of those
of whom she has only seen in magazines. Nevertheless, she recreates “carcasses rotting in
the sun”, their incineration, “I taste the ash in my mouth.” (p. 35)
The title poem is visually colourful: “blood red hair”, blue “twisted” hands, and
viscerally olfactory images, as in “stench of death”, occupied with banal roasting but
preoccupied by the death camps. (p. 36-9) This theme is developed in “Bloodlines” with
the ironic “six million guests”, generations who learned of their ancestors’ extermination.
(p. 40) The Israeli Wailing Wall, her “burning bush” experience and pain are the results.
(“Crying Out Loud in Jerusalem”, p. 41) The persona of the poet is a conceit of water,
words, even “a folded bird”. (“River”, p. 42).
In part two, “Open Book of Prayers” is a poem resembling origami, the garden “drymouthed, / erase your words / from my pages”; in addition to the title of the second
section and a general description of the book content, or at least the authorial intentions.
She writes, “your name escapes / the image of you /cast on paper.” (pp. 52-3) The
homage of Old English texts, although Chaucer was technically Middle English, and

Shakespeare’s King Lear character Cordelia now “actress soon to be waitress”
contemporizes these “old stories”. She feels full while her friend is lonely and “empty”.
As for language, “syllables scatter” when “words fall”, after which “I blend to pick them
up”. (“Chaucer and Hass”) Jazz and blue singers accompany “stale outlines for impotent
plots.” Words are then “packed” and “trapped”. Would blossoms be tomorrow’s seeds,
rather than (or in addition to) yesterday’s? (“The Warehouse”, p. 55) The first and final
stanzas of “Strings and Snowflakes” are similar but not identical. She identifies with
ancient mummies, although her venue is on Bloor Street, Queens Park, and Markham
Street, in Toronto. (“Somnambulant”) This local colour reminded me of some of
Raymond Souster’s poetry. The landscape evokes old stories, a tapestry (indirectly of
time), and the patent inability “To Find You Again”, despite the poem’s title. The
comparison of storm clouds and midlife is made, as ships and clouds resume their role as
replete with “tiny drawings of potential”. (“Clouds”, p. 63) Instead of stopping to smell
the roses, “never stopping to count the [snow]flakes” is a barometer of appreciation.
(“January’s Variant”, p. 64) There is the refrain of “I thought I knew what it meant”
which begins each section. The rhyme of “humbled”, “tumbled”, tears “crumble us” as a
transitive verb. (“After Love’s Silence”, p. 65) The singular “someone” is colloquialized,
as “their” in the plural. The topical Newsweek magazine, set humbly beside the toilet, is
“irrelevant and discarded.” (“The Big City”, p. 66) The howl, paw print, in Africa then
Asia, the Great Wall of China are all blended together and apparently calling her home.
(“Coyote Calling”) Local produce, her hair rendering her “a Medusa’s ghost reminds her
of Katherine Hepburn and Spencer Tracy, Hollywood lovers, in a movie Adam’s Rib”
(“The Night Air”, p. 71)
The third section “Metamorphosis” and penultimate poem title time is transformative and
seems “endless, deliberate, fluid and stiff.” (p. 90) “On Being Ashley Judd” is a
transformation poem of sorts, surviving despite her mother’s intense criticism. A poem
dedicated to her son “Collector’s Items” teeters on memory. The in-and-the outdoors are
contrasted, with a burial scene. (“Saying Goodbye to My Mother and Lover on the Same
Day”. Fragments are fragile, with “No words, no face”. (“In Memory”, p. 78) The sense
of missing has darkness; indeed “You release the blackness / back to earth”. (“Elegy”, p.
80) His bedsores require easement. (“When Dreams End”) However, “massage my
childhood into his aging”. (p. 83) An epigram from “Departure”, by David Helwig results
in “At Midnight”, an ode of “We fool ourselves so easily in the dark.” (p. 85) She reflects
on “these empty spaces” (“Between the Notes”).
Bonnie has a Master in Arts Education from Simon Fraser University and is pursuing a
Ph.D. in Expressive Arts Therapy at EGS. This is her first book of poetry. Among her
awards are 2013 Writers International Network's People's Award and Dr. Asha Bhargava
Memorial Award.

Review of Where the Terror Lies, by Chantel Lavoie (Toronto: Quattro
Books, 2012) 78 pp.
At the outset, “within us” there is a “Kingdom” which deals with the death
of patriarchy, the anguish of a dying father. This is a generational dilemma
of father, son, and grandson. A narrative of teleology and prayer chains
depicted by the landscape (“Attendance) witnesses the elementals of “Fire
and Ice”, based on the conditional “As if”. (p. 15) Experiences of damage
“by tumor and removal and regrowth” even extends to the physical objects in the room.
Nevertheless, an effort is made to keep the “gentle myth” of Jesus and the resurrection
“unscratched”, despite damage to the bone. Words solely consist of lies and are
repeatedly worthless. (“Cancer Sestina”)
In “Sight” the trial of grandmother’s skin approaches the granddaughter’s like a bee sting.
The rhyme of “wrench/clench” reveals “Just pain, growing”. (“This is how it starts”, p.
19) Compare this with: “This is how it ends”, immediately following. Synecdoche (a
figure of speech in which a part is made to represent the whole or vice versa) refers to
“This bone or nerve or tendon”. Compare: “What you are bearing” with “you are borne”,
a black hole of the unknown. The poet demonstrates the breathless urgency with
italicized, “if only if only if only / then then then” and the release “soon soon soon / then
then then.” There is proof of the old flesh reanimated. (“East”)
The author notes that Maurice Sendak’s Where the Wild Things Are was her inspiration.
This is intentional, as in her reply to “words, worlds, and where the terror lies”.
(“Acknowledgements, p. 75) The collection title operates on dual levels of meaning,
“lies” as in supine position (at rest or buried) and, at another level, untruth. The poem of
the same title introduces the personification and metaphors, “They grow through us / and
out of us, outlast us unfairly, / date us over decades or millennia, / identify us in the
wreckage.” (p. 61)
In “wild things”, the first poem about birds in motion offers rhyming, “flight/light”,
“posed/exposed”, and “sky/pie”. A chorus of sisters behold her frantic calls for rescue, by

“my two heroes”, whether brothers, neighbours, lovers. (“At prayer in the tower”) Her
own “rob-ber / bridegroom” gives way to “The Robbery”, a ballad-like narrative poem;
the self-conscious “frame-tale, a dream vision” to be more specific. The poet’s use of
fairy tales extends to the Brothers Grimm tale. The allusive Robber Bridegroom
prompted me to consider Margaret Atwood’s The Robber Baron. Atwood's short story
“Bluebeard’s Egg” represents a modern take on a classic folkloric story; in Charles
Perrault’s “Bluebeard,” a young bride’s betrayal of her husband’s trust leads to his
attempt on her life. Lavoie writes, “With this ring I thee wed, bed /and see you dead.” (p.
25) Taking off the rings is another shared ritual. “I didn’t know it was a tourniquet / Did
you?” (p. 35) Her youth is stolen; meanwhile, “What mysteries these old women be”.
Please note: The word "revenant" adjective is "one that returns after death or a long
absence". 1820-30; < French: ghost, noun use of present participle of revenir to return,
equivalent to re- re- + ven (ir) to come (< Latin venīre) + -ant Dictionary.com
Unabridged Based on the Random House Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 2016. The
revenant noun means "something, especially a ghost, that returns". Word Origin C19th:
from French: ghost, from revenir to come back, from Latin revenīre, from re- + venīre to
come, Collins English Dictionary - Complete & Unabridged 2012 Digital Edition ©
HarperCollins Publishers 2012; 1827, from French revenant (fem. revenante), noun use
of present participle of revenir "to return" (see revenue).
The poem “Revenant” is not only the title of a Leonardo Di Caprio movie but an address
to someone who represents thankless men, whether as princes, woodsmen, or wannabe
heroes. She feels “cut off”, because “I thought you sliced me down” much as a
regenerating garden and kisses are poisonous. She, in her tower, is completely capable of
self-saving, as she is “winged at the window”, at least according to her sister’s advice.
Elsewhere, angels will soar, but before burning. (p. 32) She was “cellared, atticked”, ("a
chilled-out smoking place, where any true stoner feels at home" both intransitive verbs,
but “His knives have grown dull /with blood, rust, rain and dirt.” (p. 26) That theme
recurs in “Blunt Weapons” with “their foam words” (p. 44) from a spell of boys.
(“Weaponry”).
In “Warming”, she posits “we’d all cannibalize” given appropriate circumstances. (p. 50)
Unflinching, she observes common cannibalism, based on Dante’s The Inferno Canto
XXXIII, ll.70-3 (“Ugolino”); although, circle by circle, it will be (re)moved and is
internal.(“Conflagrations”, p. 32)
Grimm’s Gretel addresses Kinsman, cartographer with a worldly air. Hunger was
“stronger than sorrow”. (p. 29) The poet inverts the world, gravity lost to “floating into
white-pieced air”(pierced?) There is: “More than you want to take”, p. 31) She plays with
familiar sayings, such as “Possession being nine-tenths of the saw” (p. 26) “what makes
us tick is talk” (p. 31). “I added a gloss to my loss” (“p. 46) The half-rhyme of "hopeless"
and "Moses" (“Basket Case”, p. 47) blends the Bible with Shakespeare’s character "Iago"
performed by Laurence Olivier. Cleanliness is next to godliness (“Le Ménage”) with a
tour de force from Lewis Carroll. Nursery rhymes are thus reversed, “the king, baked in a

pie.” (p. 23) She eventually plays with “Treasure is buried”, about the evolution of rotting
bodies. (p. 40)
Another source work is Ben Jonson (1572 – 1637) about cancerous “Timber; or
Discoveries” written in archaic spelling. (Timber, or Discoveries made upon men and
matter, as they have flowed out of his daily readings, or had their reflux to his peculiar
notion of the times, a commonplace book.) A found poem circa 1653 alludes to dumb
persons and “in cases of persons / that have not hands”. (p. 36). She says that she fails at
not loving, unearthing a terror of life”. (“Wild Things”, p. 38) The poetry of Tennyson
prefaces “Becoming Human”, with rapacious plants, an epigram from “Maud,” I.iv.,
Maud and Other Poems (1855). The Book of Samuel in the Old Testament (“Goliath”)
betrays, “There are no gods.” (p. 43) Coleridge was steeped in laudanum. (“Ancient
Memory”) The poet wishes to “speak you”, (not to you) the beloved reduced to a name.
(“Borrowed Time”, p. 33) Later, she will reveal, “And I am trying to find my name”. (p.
61)
In part three, “change over time” the first poem charts the intersection of a pair’s
archeology, as in “Where we lie”. (“Civilization”, p. 40) Vanishing species are actual
transformations. “What matters /is never created, or destroyed”, a take on Einstein’s
Theory. (p. 41)
In “growing teeth” the eating comparisons (of being eaten) abound, reinforcing the
collection’s dependency on images and actions of mouthing, masticating, consumption,
and of being devoured. For example, “the food gnawed at, muscle and gristle, / those
hungry ghosts”. (p. 59) The chemical agency of death is responsible for decomposition.
(“Perishables”, p. 60)
However, John Donne’s no man is an island becomes birthing, “scream-free” (“Births, p.
53) Companion poems “Teething I” and “II” indicate she turns to “parentheses (religion /
gender, work)”. Rooting all too soon turns to grieving. Phillis Wheatley, an African slave,
left behind "On Being Brought from Africa to America" (1773) has her poetic legacy. At
Waterloo, the remains of fallen troops represent “a rattling talisman of a poem”. (p. 59)
In “left behind” we soon learn “I soon will be wine; become brine.” (“Salt of the Earth”,
p. 63) The punning: “You are not meat. It is not meet.” (“Lazarus opens his eyes”, p. 65)
St Peter ate live roosters. (“Appetite”) There are birds with the power to drive men mad.
A tableau of St. Paul, the Marys: Virgin Mother and Magdalene, John, a Babel of voices
(“Inheritance”) One of the most famous quotations by Benjamin Franklin is: “Nothing is
certain except death and taxes.” The truism of “Death and Taxes”, based on the
proposition that we must give unto Caesar what is Caesar’s and to God what is God's.
Miraculous “Emmaus” or without. The Easterish accumulation of “shouting rock, voice,
risen, / three days have passed”. This is conjoined with the shimmering of “Doubting”
and concludes this ambitious collection. Her ma grand-mère is a familiar term for me
also, although our family doubled it with grand-ma-mère from both sides of the language
spectrum.

Lavoie is an Assistant Professor in the English Department at the Royal Military College
of Canada. Her academic book is Collecting Women: Poetry and Lives, 1700-1780
(Lewisburg: Bucknell University Press, 2008).

Review of For Your Own Good, by Leah Horlick (Halfmoon, B.C.:
Caitlin Press, 2015) 95 pp. paper.
This collection is accompanied by an “Acknowledgements” which is both
courageous and unflinching. I read it after I had reviewed the poems and
then reread its mission statement. The poems were performed on Treaty
Six Cree territory and “the unceded lands of the Musqueam, TsleilWauth, and the Skwxwu7mesh people. The Collective Tarot and Autostraddle.com were
referenced.

Part one “Vanishing Act” begins with an assurance that actions will have consequences,
because the writer will always “tell about it”. (“I Go Back to May 1937”, by Sharon Olds,
from Strike Sparks: Selected Poems 1980-2002.). In Greek mythology, Calliope is the
muse who presides over eloquence . However, the calliope, a musical instrument, with
greasepaint, acrobats, in a poem called “The Circus” is actually about the suicide. An
invert’s (introvert's?) love stories are always hidden. (“Ringmaster”) Their touching takes
place in a rig on the roadway. (“Vanishing Act”) She is spooked like a horse.
(“Grooming”) The omens, talismans, spells cast reinforce this. (“Fortune Telling”)
Poison or shame causes “dry-heaving”. (“Fever Spell”, p. 16) “because you are broken”
like a horse or now cracked open. (“Ghost House) The bad has happened, but the bad is
happening now. In this relationship, she feels controlled like an animal. (“Captivity”) Her
magic makes the love object feel invisible. (“The Disappearing Woman”) The memory of
being with an eighteen-year-old man (“Little Voice”). Her fear is based on real events.
(“Starfish”) She relies on being able to regenerate after escaping a predator. Yet, I was
reminded of Phyllis Webb's The self-reflective epigraph in Naked Poems: "star fish //
fish star".
Part two “Suit of Feathers” begins with an epigraph from Louise Gluck, “violence has
changed me”. Her happiness comes from several sources which she enumerates.
However, this contentment is fundamentally based on the absence of her significant other
who, in turn, expresses this realization as: “It’s because// I’m gone, isn’t it?” (p. 28) The
title poem is about the euthanizing of barn kittens, the persona of the poet ironically
learning how to hurt animals (with which she identifies) in order to pass the test, with the
lie about what was cruelty. There is an inherent comparison between the mother cat and
the friend’s inhumane mother.

The second part of the collection is prefaced by “violence has changed me”, by Louise
Gluck, “October”. In “Suit of Feathers”, a five-part poem, the poet contemplates urban
signs for drug culture, freight yards, and long-hall trucking rigs. The conversation about
stripping being legal in Alberta pertains to paying off student loans. A female pimp
rejects an allusion to the Michelle Tea poem “Gazpacho”, from The Beautiful: Collected
Poems. The birds are ironically safe in a university freezer because they are dead
specimens. She refuses to answer about common law and the details of her will. Her fear
is “molting from her like feathers”. (p. 34) until a man makes an obscene gesture. Her
self-blame declares “It’s your fault” but she rallies until her partner blames her, “You
made us look / just as bad as he did.” (p. 35) A vulture is transformed as the witness. The
poet feels picked apart by her own kind.
“The Yellow Scarf” is a prose poem which concludes with the vanishing “Jew” after
generations of women hiding, but not before she has been critiqued and found wanting,
by “she tells you”. (p. 37) In “Seven Swords”, the “only dyke bar / in Cologne” is a
venue for cheating, especially because “the tallest butch in the room” flirts with her.
However, she ignores the “hall pass” she was offered by her partner at home. In Prague
she was revealed as Jewish, while “each grave is a mask”. Wire prevents jumpers from
committing suicide. She has a realization about “the way she’s been hurting you, how
you know it has to stop.” (“The Tower”, p. 39) There is a confusion in identity, based on
others’ perceptions of her, whether that “makes you look like a brown person” (p. 37) or
“mostly-white girl” (p. 40) As her story unfolds, we learn her thirteenth year was
accompanied by abuse, the moment “where you are still telling yourself "get out before /
something bad happens.” (“Little Voice, Again”, p. 40)
The poet responds to Adrienne Rich with two anxiety dreams, the worst about not
reengaging with her abuser. In “Amygdala” a quote from Adrian Rich, from Twenty-One
Love Poems (“The Floating Poem, Unnumbered)” cautions: “Whatever happens with us, /
your body will haunt mine—" a reciprocal relationship. The poem reveals the need for
speech and naming, the gazelle and lion a predatory, symbiotic relationship. The blame
game is exacting, while the wall goes down. The other used her as a vessel for hate and
rejection. (“Confessional”) Her roommate assaults her. (“House of Mirrors”) The
appearance of “this is how women die—“ is reinterpreted as “until the truth / of your
story is enough.” (p. 47) Menstrual pain affects them both, but relief is not coming, there
is now no new story. (“Crescents”) “The Hanged Man (of Taro cards) which was first
introduced “In the cards you hide from her under the bed” p. 36) is now a ghost. The
house is a witness to her ill fortune and she has broken into this shelter. (“Ghost House,
Again”) She needs to reinvigorate her physical power by exercise. (“Apprentice”) This is
intended to ward off self-injury, while high, or even suicide. She seeks glamour but is
“useful” or “smart” instead. (“Horoscope”, p. 53) She argues against the assertion there is
“No Lack of Love”. Her devotion leads to being devoured. She confuses her father with
the father of her lover (who may leave her for a man) in a dream. There is crass talk of
“faggot, pot-lickers, Christ-killer, Jewess.” She never felt as if she belonged. Through
dream imagery she retaliates with him by the use of reduction of diminution. (“The
Dream in Which Her Father Appears in Miniature”, p. 55-6)

The third part of the collection is prefaced by “I would not be alone”, by Minnie Bruce
Pratt, “Justice, Come Down”. A poem “The Descent” offers an escape from loneliness by
means of a wall to burn and a window to break. Acts of self-protection become hurtful.
Compartmentalization is the partial solution to avoiding unwanted approaches.
(“Temperance”) Their plain speech involves the aggressor complaining about hurt
feelings. She tries to rationalize the abuse to herself, asking “Was that ok?” The abused
believes “This is love” but the perpetrator offers, “Sorry I kinda raped you / last night.”
(“Nine Swords”, p. 62) This is a threesome of dysfunction and shame. She is incapable of
proving what she has learned to call it. (“Banishing”) There are epitaph sources from
Daphne Gottlieb’s poems in Why Things Burn and Dorothy Allison’s Two or Three
Things I Know for Sure.
“Fill In the Blanks” is a found poem using the spaces to expostulate. Her first time was
brutal, so she rejects that experience in favor of pretending to be a virgin for her unicornlike lover. (“Virgin, or the Woman You Think Is Me”) She continued to be someone’s
secret, whether in a rustic scene, what passes for urban. Stalking is a definite possibility,
as is disguise. The parents remain invisible. “your bright faith / in some good apparition”.
(“Visitations”, p. 67) The sky is personified as, “spilled across itself into dark” and is
“unabashed”. She pretends that this will be the first, on occasion. “When It Was Good”,
p. 68) An awful memory of being told the news about her mother’s death, “was the
world’s way of sealing you off / from me.” (“Death Brought You Back”, p. 69)
Three was a time when she learned about being gay by lost boys. “Hello, fresh hell.” (p.
70) (That allusion is to Dorothy Parker’s memoir title What Fresh Hell is This.) She was
finally “getting away” after the memorial. Casting a spell for forgetfulness
(“Monotheism”) against the evil eye (“Amulet”) she confesses to a friend about the
women who were waiting until she was unconscious. (“The First Women Who Doesn’t).
There is an epigraph “but thinking, for a time, that it was / felt like being able to choose”,
from Sara Peters, “The Last Time I Slept in This Bed”. In “Bruises” pain is praised by a
code word “spring” and shared. Naming and being named is painful. (“Invocation”) The
world may be ending in this new city. She adopts the pose of a crow with others, though
“she returns / with that other bird, as dark and near as her own shadow.” (“Crows”, p. 78)
Other stories are hidden from an old country. (“Liberation”) The body has truths, an
archive of cell and helix. “My first real yes / in a long, long time.” (“Levitating”, p. 80)
Again “Magic” is a metaphor for sharing the bad and the good. She was told no one
would believe her. (“A Woman Taught You to Do This”) and that she did not deserve it.
They share a language reserved for disaster. In a dream of Vancouver “under the shreds
of feathers” (“Crows, Again”). As in her relationships, she is both near and away from
the landscape, reassuring her former self. (“Anniversary”)
The “Conclusion” is evocative and touching, a poignant contemplation on female partner
sexual abuse and woman-to-woman violence. The poet, a PTSD survivor pondered being
“a bad feminist” for enduring this terror. This included (but was not limited to) being
called racist names, “how her ancestors probably colonized mine”, and being told, “It’s

not like she hit you”. (p. 87) Her trauma was translated as “We need these stories so we
can live.” (p. 88)
Horlick refers to the Saskatoon Sexual Assault and Information Centre, the Avenue
Community Centre in Saskatoon, and many relevant texts. During her heeling process,
she considered Queering Sexual Violence; Fresh Meat: Trans / Queer Survivors on InCommunity Assault; Women-to-Woman Sexual Violence: Does She Call It Rape and The
Revolution Starts at Home.
She is a writer and poet from Sasakatoon, a 2012 Lambda Literary Fellow in Poetry, who
holds an M.F.A. in Creative Writing from the University of British Columbia. This is her
second collection, after Riot Lung (Thistledown Press, 2012) shortlisted for a 2013 ReLit
Award and a Saskatchewan Book Award. She lives on Unceded Coast Salish Territories
in Vancouver and co-edits REVERB, a queer and anti-oppressive reading series.
Anne Burke

Review of Average Height of Flight, by Beth Hope (Halfmoon B.C.:
Caitlin Press, 2015) 96 pp. paper
In part I “Land (of Domestica)” we move from the minimalism of
“This is a true story / Hope hops among us (“God is a Rabbit”); to
“Following Nose of Dog Path”, a longish poem in nine segments, in I
“Thetis Lake Loop” then 2. “Lone Tree” personifying the path which
“splits like snarled capillaries”; the scansion of 3. “From Munn’s To
Millstream”” can be read from top to bottom, “cedar.”/ “crisscross path.”/ loose stones.”/
“cedar” (p. 13). The kenning of 5. “Short Cut Off McKenzie Creek Trail and
“behindinfronttotheside” and “thornyknotted” offers that both are coined compound
words. In 6. “Muir Creek Trail”, she pairs “the mud / the sand” along with “flat stones /
round ones”. She plays with the syntax of “leaf” and “leaves” (as noun and verb) in 7.
“Francis King”. A “sly wet root” both slides and skids in 8. "Craigflower Creek to Prior”.
7., 8., and 9 return to minimalist stances. After the half-or-near rhyme of “feathers” and
“tether” (“Carcass on the Beach”), the balletic comparison extends to “stretch en pointe”.
Sublimation with a dearth of touch (“Friend’s Funeral”). The freedom of adolescence
long gone (“To the House of Wooden Flowers”, an ode.) A forecast is not of weather but
of the future. She feels four-legged (“Dog Tribe”). The metaphor of music associated
with pigeons, through “a practice session of scales in migration.” (p. 25) She is carried
aloft. (“Vantage”) She seeks the truth of deer in leap and the time is “of dusk entre chien
et loup”. (p. 27)Words are “written in black feather.” (“Translation Ravenspeak”) She
admits “Stroke is not a gentle word”, due to her “glissade of urgent balance.” (“When
Solace Admits Nothing”, p. 29) “Seymour Hill” is another longish poem, beginning 1.
“At the Top” with “an unravelling line of feather”. Her visceral experiences “lick this
evening”. An act of magical conjuring in 2. “Coming Down”; “land guzzling” in 3. “At

the Base”. The language of birds, “your scale of glottal sobs” in “Dialect”, p. 33) A
winter park reminds her of “an infrastructure of ease.” (“If Only This November”, p. 34)
In part II “Lift”, the “Quest” begins with an abstraction of “Hunger rides piggyback.” (p.
36) and demonstrates how the persona of the poet dissolves into the natural scene. Her
father is imagined as dead and buried, with flowers “open-mouthed across his chest.”
(“Trailing Enchantment”, p. 37) A “slink mink” prefaces a series of lines which scan up
and down as well as across the page. (“Mink Vignettes”) “Suite Despair” in 1. suggests
what is missing and a scansion inversion “When home is not.” In 2. “Rewriting”, the text
is actively under erasure and pertains to the italicized “and then she was gone”. In 3.
“Chemo” a bucket list, she feels foiled by the medical treatments which are compared
with a cosmos or solar system, no fairy tale endings. “Hidden” and “Fallen” rely on
imagism. A photographer dead in a snowstorm and she observes, “This is the scale white
music plays.” (“In Scale of White”, p. 45) An adolescent rebellion requires interpretation.
(“What My Teenager Tells Me”) A raven’s passing reminds her of her father’s death.
(“To Hold Those Gone”) Experience is heightened by grief. (“The Evening Visitor”)
Her sadness pursues her.
And one of the poetic combinations is “tothetrailtothecarlockdoor.”(“Bargain”, p. 49) A
dream of the fall and landing, celestial navigation, measurement with tape or compass,
“As the crow flies, / To the moon.” However the destination is always, “The dead wait on
distant shores.” (‘Meditations on Distance”, p. 50) This section closes with “My Aging
Dog”, a melancholy comparison between “The Last time” and “The first time”.
Part III “A(loft)”, plays with “loft” and “aloft” noun and adjective. The first poem about
the tides and with alliteration “slick algae sheen, stranded starfish” can be read forwards
and backwards. She opines, “Thanks be to dog” a psalm for the animal’s geography of
scent and the spell of seasons through her sight. In “Score of the Land”, she uses “no”
with “nor” and not”. Unremarkable markers are “unmarking” (under erasure). An
unnamed is also “untouched”. One and two storeys high from her watchtower, “bearded”
cedars are in turn “bereaved”. This is a golf game in the making, reshaping the wilderness
for our pleasure and sport. A language of “disuse” shifts “to find anything they would
use” (“Nesting”, p. 57) Hands are less dexterous than beaks. Eggs can be “ovoid and
elliptic”, blue or green. A webcam disturbs and a nest gives way. (“Nests”) Dinner
conversation around the family table turns to crows of “endless family / clans”. (p. 60)
When a machine breaks down, “there is the sadness” but the comparison is with her own
losses. (“Everything Costs”, p. 61) The saying of "a bird in the hand is worth two in the
bush" is used for this pattern or shaped poem. (“Bird in Bush: Thou Sayest”, p. 62) “Zen
of Drops” is composed of apostrophes. The “humbuzzing” (“Prediction”) A “bone lock”
between observer and observed is described as a combinatio- locking mechanism.
(“Saanich Bucks Entangled”) Typing at so many words per minutes is transposed in
“Fools for Spring”, about lust, humping, “lusty ballerinas”, Nijinsky in Montreal. An owl
indicates “its swoop of certainty”. (“Solstice Owls”, p. 67) Ravenspeak is desirable,
(“Icon”) The “Good Dog Path” brings the topic to its core with coined words,
“owlsplurge”, “minktrip”, “courgarline”, and “ravenspeak”. (p. 69)

Part IV “A(Light)” similarly offers verb, adjective, and noun. “Road Trip” is a journey in
three segments. 1. “Wire Pass, Arizona” the unfamiliar is “Deep in, the sky’s iris”. There
are alcove, talus, petroglyph. Even the heat is “shredding” and rock “bleeds red”. (p. 72)
In 2. “Further”, each stanza is an independent “three line poem” akin to the concentration
of haiku. In 3. “Driving Through” the verbs are of motion and in action with adjectival
phrases, a metaphor for wind. “Bonfire” alludes to “Driftwood”, a poem by Michael
Crummey. A three-day fire is associated with piling wood into the shape of a pyramid.
The fire displays “conviction / and galloping pace”. (p. 76) A funerals reveal the dearly
departed’s possessions and the central role of light. (“Flashlight Collection”) The
alliteration of “dipping”, “dip” and dunk”; “deep” and “drop-offs” in “Foreign Travel”
adds to the examination of “Tree speech translatable”. So also: “Clean clouds”,
“wallowed weight”, the meaning of which “scuttles out of sight.” (“Tent Sleep”, p. 79)
A trilogy of “Crossing the Cutline” she shares “its fragile scent” with the reader in 1. in 2
she continues her walk, bird wings can “spell”, “hold on”, and then “release”. (p. 81) In
3. “an exposed spine, flanked by forest” is what she describes. Insects appear “slightly
disheveled.” (p. 82) Geese distress calls lure her closer. (“What the Geese Knew”) The
poet identifies with the “she” caught by the cougar. The title poem is a comparison
exercise without the input of statisticians. Her own equation reads “distance +
horizon=elevation”. (p. 84) Of “One Stone” there are many uses and she senses “this
sweet swaying perfume.” (“Blackberry / Stain”, p. 86) The recurring theme of “Dogdom”
in five parts concludes the collection. She identifies with “feral fur”. Hair decomposed. A
ghost, “you wanted out”. A sense of loss can “sprint / like wind”. Finally, the poet
attributes the crossing between life to the underworld of death with “How I want you at
my feet / waiting for me when I die.”
Kope lived in Alberta, Quebec City, and Australia before moving to Victoria. Her first
poetry book was Falling Season (Leaf Press, 2010) a narrative about her mother’s Lewy
body dementia, the second most common type of progressive dementia after Alzheimer's
disease, which causes a progressive decline in mental abilities. I was reminded of Susan
McMasters's Crossing Arcs: Alzheimer's, My Mother, and Me (Black Moss 2010), which
was a finalist for the 2010 Acorn-Plantos People's Poetry Prize.
The cover art is by Chris Maynard, author of Feathers, Form and Function: New Cut
Feather Art ( New York: Aviva Publishing, 2014).
Anne Burke

